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This paper solves a problem of Arbib and Manes from the categorial automata 
theory: for which input processes F : K --~ K do minimal realizations always exist? 
A generalization is exhibited, giving a model of finite automata nd treating all 
functors, not only input processes. Here is a rough formulation of the obtained 
results: 
1. Minimal realizations exist iff F preserves cointersections. 
2. If so, F must be an input process. 
3. For sets and vector spaces 
a) finite minimal realizations exist for every functor F;  
b) a descriptive characterization of functors with all minimal realizations is 
exhibited. 
These results how, inter alia, that the model of Arbib and Manes is not "too wide". 
Among the basic examples of machines are namely 1) tree machines, where 
K - sets and F = Fa is a sum of finite hom-functors; 2) bilinear machines, where 
K- -vector  spaces and F ( - )= -®~.  And behold!, each functor with minimal 
realizations i proved to be 1) for K = sets a quotient of some Fa, 2) for K = vector 
spaces, and for F additive or normal, just -®,~ 
The present paper generalizes the results of the author's paper [1]; this 
generalization has been announced in [2]. I am much indebted to V6ra Trnkov£ 
V:~clav Koubekand Jan Reiterman, with whom I had valuable discussions on these 
problems. In particular, Koubek's ideas on set functors were a big help. Trnkovfi 
has characterized set functors with minimal realizations in [7]. We present an 
enriched characterization, having an analogy for vector spaces. The presented 
proof, independent of the original one, is a common work of Koubek and myself. A 
generalization of the presented results to triple machines is going to appear in [3]. 
1. Basic notions 
1.1. Following [1] we denote, for a functor F" K--* K, by K(F) the category of 
F-algebras and F-homomorphisms. An F-algebra is a pair (X, to), where 
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to :FX---~ X is a morphism in K. An F-homomorphism p :(X, to )~ (X', to') is such 
a K-morphism p : X ~ X'  that p • to = to'. Fp. Given an object A in K, by a free 
F-algebra over A is meant an F-algebra (A ~', ¢), with a morphism s :A  ~ A "~ 
("the injection of generators"), having the following property: for every F-algebra 
(X, to) and every morphism f :  A----~X there exists a unique homomorphism 
f~' :(A ~', ~)----~ (X, to) such that f=  f~'- s. 
Arbib and Manes [4] call F an input process provided that for every object A the 
free algebra (A '~, ~) exists. In the terminology of Barr [5], this means that F 
generates a free triple. In [1] a transfinite construction for free F-algebras is 
exhibited: its effectivity is verified in [10]. Let us mention a special (finitary) case, 
which we shall need later on. 
1.2. Assume that K has finite sums and colimits of sequences. For a fixed object A 
define a sequence s , :W,- ->W,+I  (n = 0,1, 2, . . .) in K as follows: Wo=A,  
W~ = A v FA , . . . ,  W,+I = A v FW, , . . .  ; So : Wo----> WI is the sum-injection and 
s~+~ = 1A v t s ,  ( : A v FW, -o  A v FW,+~). Then we have sum-injections 
FW. --> W..I: 
FA FWo Fso FW1 ~ ~s~ = . ~FW~ ~ . . . . . .  > FA"  
A = Wo > Wl > W2 , W3 ~ . . . .  " A ~'. 
s O Sl $2 S3 
Denote (optimistically) by A"  the colimit of the sequence (W,, s,). Assuming that F 
preserves this colimit, we get a unique ~ : FA "~ ---> A '~, for which the above diagram 
commutes. In this case we say that the free-algebra lgorithm converges for A. 
Theorem [1]. I f  the free-algebra lgorithm converges then (A ~', q~), together with the 
colimit- injection s : A ---> A "~, is a free F-algebra over A .  
1.3. For fixed objects I and Y in K, Arbib and Manes define the following category 
of machines. The objects, machines, are tuples M = (Q, 8,'/3, z) where (Q, 8) is an 
F-algebra and ~" : ! ---> Q,/3 : Q ---> Y are morphisms of K. The morphisms,-simula- 
tions, from M to M '  are such F-homomorphisms p :(Q, 8)---> (Q', 8') for which 
p -z = z' and /3 ' -p  =/3. If F is an input process, the morphism z:I---> Q can be 
uniquely extended to a homomorphism r = ~-" : (I '~, ¢)---> (Q, 8), called the run map 
of M. 
I 
F I  "~ ~ I '~ ~ Y 
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Then fM =/3 • r : I~'---> Y denotes the behavior of M. If r is epi, M is said to be a 
reachable machine. 
Given a behavior, i.e. a morphism f: I~'--> Y, its minimal realization is a 
reachable machine M with .f~ = [ and with the following property: for every other 
reachable machine M'  with fu, = f there exists a unique simulation p:M'--> M. 
Definition. An input process F is said to admit minimal realization if every 
behavior [:I~'---> Y (with I, Y arbitrary) has a minimal realization. 
1.4. The above notions are generalized by V. Trnkovfi [8] for functors, which are 
not necessarily input processes. Let us call a simulation p : M --> Mo a reduction if p 
is epi. Then the minimal reduction of a machine M is its reduction p : M ---> Mo such 
that for every other reduction p"  M--> M~ there exists a unique reduction 
q • M~--> M0 with p -- q • p'. 
Definition. A functor F (not necessarily an input process) is said to admit minimal 
reduction if every machine has a minimal reduction. 
The following easy proposition is mentioned in [8]. 
Proposition. If" F is an input process then it admits minimal reduction iff it admits 
minimal realization. 
(The idea of sufficiency is: given a behavior f:I~'--~ Y, reduce the "free" 
machine (I", 9, s, f); of necessity: the minimal reduction of M is obtained as the 
minimal realization of .fM.) 
1.5. Finite machines play an important role in the automata theory. To include 
finiteness in the above categorial model, we would either have to define finite 
objects or to consider them axiomatically. The latter approach has the big 
advantage that one theory serves for finite machines as wel l  as for arbitrary 
machines. To do that, we consider a class * of epimorphisms of K as an additional 
parameter. (No assumptions on * are made a priori - -  in particular, no factoriza- 
tions are expected!). Then, considering as ~ all epis A --~ B with B "finite", we get 
a theory of finite machines; while for ~g = all epis we get the above theory. 
Assume that K, F and ~ are given. A machine M is said to be regular if it has a 
reduction p : M---> M0 with p E ~. And F is 'said to admit minimal (more precisely, 
• -minimal) reduction iff for every regular machine M there exists a minimal 
reduction p:M---> Mo with p E ~. If, moreover, F is an input process then a 
machine M is reachable (more precisely, $'-reachable) if r E ~ where r = ~'" 
denotes the run map. A behavior is regular if it has a reachable realization. And F 
is said to admit *-minimal realization iff every regular behavior has a minimal 
realization. 
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It should be noted that if ~g contains all isomorphisms (or, at least, all identities) 
then every behavior is regular and every machine is regular. On the other hand, 
choosing K = sets, ~ = all epis A---> B with B finite and F ( - )= -xZ ,  I = {I}, 
Y={0,1},  a regular behavior is a mapping .f : Z * ---> {0,1} such that f- '(1) is a 
regular language in the usual sense. Hence the terminology. 
1.6. Quotients of an object A, i.e. epis e:A- - ->X (up to isomorphism), are 
naturally ordered: e ~< e' iff k .e = e' for some k : X----> X'.  The least upper bounds 
are called cointersections (dually to intersections of subobjects). Since no image 
factorizations are assumed, we must give a little broader definition; briefly, 
cointersections are multiple pushouts of epis: 
The cointersection of a class of epis e, : A --> X~, i ~ I ( I~  0), is an epi e : A ---> X 
such that 
1) e,~<e for all i~ I  
2) given a morphism g : A ---> Y such that g = ~ • e, for some ~ : X~ ----> Y (i E I), 
then there exists .f : X---> Y with g = f .  e. We put e = n .  e,. 
A class ~ of epis is said to be closed to cointersections if n • e~ always exists and 
belongs to ~, whenever e~ ~ ~g for all i E L A functor F is said to preserve 
~-cointersections if for e = n • e,, e~ E ~, always Fe is a multiple pushout of Fe~ (Fe 
need not be an epi). Shortly: Fn*e ,  = n*Fe , ,  whenever e, ~ ~. 
We shall need a weaker condition on F:  
Def in i t ion .  A functor F is said to preserve ~-cointersections of congruences if
F n • e, = n • Fe~ holds for any collection of F-homomorphisms 
e, :(A, to)---> (X~, to~) with e, ~ ~. 
1.7. To make the following statements shorter we use an abbreviation for five very 
natural conditions on the class ~. Notice that 1) none of them contradicts the 
intuition of "finite quotients" as elements of ~, 2) if ~ is a part of a factorization 
system (~,~)  and if ~ contains all sum-injections i :  A--->A v B, then these 
conditions (but the last) are satisfied, whenever K is cocomplete and ~'-cowell 
powered (cf. [6]). 
Def in i t ion .  We say that a class ~ of epimorphisms i standard if 
S1. ~ is closed to cointersections. 
$2. ~ is closed to finite sums, i.e. given e, = Ai--->Bi in ~, i = 1,2, then 
e, v e2 : A,  v A2--> B, v B2 is in ~, too. 
$3. Any commuting square (A), with e E ~ and i • A --> A v B canonical, can be 
completed to a commuting diagram (B): 
• e. 
> ) 
1 I ! /1  
A >AvB A >AvB 
(A) (B) 
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$4. Given e E ~ and a split epi r then also e • r E ~g. 
$5. Given e • A ----> B in ~g where A is an initial object, then e is an isomorphism. 
2. Minimal realization and reduction 
2.1. Theorem. Let ~g be a class o f  epimorphisms of a category K, closed to 
cointersections. Then every functor F" K---> K, which preserves ~g-cointersections of 
congruences, admits ~g-minimal reduction. 
Proof. Given a regular machine M, consider the (non-void!) class e," M---> Mi, 
i~  I, of all of its reductions with ei E g'. Since ei are F-homomorphisms,  their 
cointersection e = f") * ei is preserved by F. Via Fe = f-I * Fe, we see that also e is a 
homomorphism - -  and there is a unique machine M0 such that e • M---* Mo is a 
simulation. Then this is the ~-minimal reduction of M. 
2,2. Reduction Theorem I. Let K be a finitely complete category with a standard 
class ~g of epis, let F" K ---> K be a functor such that e E ~g implies Fe E ~g. Then F 
adm its ~g- minim al reduction iff it preserves ~g- cointersections of congruences. 
Proof. A) We want to prove the necessity. Let ej : O ~ Q~, j ~ J ( J#  0) be ~-epis, 
which are congruences of an F-algebra. Thus we have 8 : FQ- ' ,  Q and 
8j : FQj --> Qj with ej : (Q, 8)---~ (Qj, 8j ). Denote k : Q---~ K their cointersection, 
k = I'1 * e i with k = k~ • e~ for ] E J. It is our task to show that Fk = f') * Fej. Notice 
that, since k E g' and F (g ' )C  g', we have Fk ~ ~. Given morphisms h :FQ ~ H 
and hi : FQj--~ H with h = hr" Fej, we must find a morphism d : FK---* H with 
h=d.Fk .  (Then also h j=d.Fk j ,  because each Fej is epi and h j .Fe i= 
(d.  Fk j ) .  Fei. ) That will conclude the proof. 
B) We shall work with F -automata  where I = 0 and Y =/~;  here 0 denotes 
the sum Q v FQ with injections w, v; analogously/~ = K v H and (~j = Qj v FQj: 
Q FQ 
0 
Qj FQ i K H 
O, K 
Furthermore,  we put ~ j=e ivFe ' '0 - - ->(~i  and /q=k,  vh  i ' (~- -~/ (  (also 
ks= k vh) .  
m 
Now we define an F -automaton M=(Q,&f l ,  r )  where r= lo ,  f l=  
kS( : (~/ (= Y) and ~=v.FA with A ' t~Q 
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FA v 
FO , FQ ;0  , K, 
0 
defined as fol lows: A • w = lo  and A • v = ~. Ana logous ly  define machines Mj = 
(0i,~,/3j,~'j), jE J ,  with z j=~j ;  /3 j=/q  and ~=vj -Fz l ,  with dj ~ .w i= l  and 
Aj • vj = 8j. Not ice  that g.  Fw = v! 
It can be easi ly verif ied that all ~ present machine morph isms ~j" M---> M/: 
I=0 
F I  "~ '~ ~ I "  
q 
FO ~ ,0  ,g=Y 
F0, ' ,4  / 
As usual, we denote  r =- r "  and rj = ~'~'. Notice that ei" r is a homomorph ism;  
moreover ,  s ince z = 1 and ~'j = Ei, we have (C'i • r ) .  s = ej - "r = r i - -necessar i l y  
~'i "r = ('6)" = ri. This  implies that M~ are ~- reachab le  mach ines  via Condi t ions  $2, 
$3 (see 1.6): r is a retract ion ( r .  s = z = 1) and ~j E * (we have ej E K thus Fej ~. fg 
and so ei v Fei ~-g ' )  and so r i = ~ i ' r  E ~g. Moreover ,  M and Mi have the  same 
behavior  f = /~ -r  =/~i "(eJ" ~ ). Thus,  f is ~-regular .  
C) Since f is * - regular ,  it has an ~-min imal  real izat ion, say M"= 
(Oo, 8o,/30, ~.o). Since each M/ is an ~g-reachable real izat ion of f, there leads a 
machine morph ism o'j • N/j ---, M °. Moreover ,  ~ • ~j is c learly independent  of j ;  put 
tr = crj " ei " M- -~ M° .  
Since r ° = oj • r~, and since "rj • w, = ~ • w = wj • ej, we obta in r °- w = (or/• wj)- ei 
for all j ~ dr. Now,  k = [")* ei and so there exists p "K  ---> QO with I -°- w = p • k. 
D)  It is c lear  that the fol lowing d iagram commutes:  
FO 
-- . J,{~ >Y=g 
F@O ~ Qo 
8 ° 
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In particular, k • v = flo. 8o. FrO. Fw. We have r °. w = p • k and, since/~ = k v h, 
also /~- v = v' .  h. Therefore, v' .  h = flo. 80. Fp • Fk. This means that the square 
F'k 
FQ > FK  
h ~ [3 °" r°'FP 
H ~HvK=k 
t~ 
commutes. Via Condition $4 (see 1.6) we obtain d = FK ---> H with h = d • Fk. That 
is what we wanted to prove. 
2.3. The condition "F  preserves cointersections of ~-congruences" is unpleasant, 
because the concept of a congruence ngages in itself F-algebras. The natural 
question is if it cannot be strengthend to "F  preserves all ~-cointersections". 
Generally, the answer is negative: there exist input processes, not preserving all 
~'-cointersections, which admit ~-minimal realization. To strengthen the above 
theorem, we shall have to assume a bit more about K. 
Recall that an object D is initial, if to any other object X there leads exactly one 
morphism 0---> X (examples: ~ in SET; the trivial space {0} in VECT). Dually, an 
object T is terminal if there always leads just one morphism X ----> T (examples: any 
singleton set in SET; {0}, again, in VECT). We say that a category K is connected if
for arbitrary non-initial objects X, Y there exists some morphism X---> Y. 
Examples: sets, vector spaces, groups, topological spaces etc. are connected 
categories; graphs and unary algebras form typical non-connected categories. 
2.4. Reduction Theorem II. Let K be a finitely cocomplete, connected category with 
a terminal object and a standard class ~g ofepis. Let F" K --> K be a functor such that 
e E ~ implies Fe E ~g. Then F admits ~g-minimal reduction iff it preserves ~g- 
cointersections. 
Proof. All we have to show is that for any class es : Q ---> Qs (J ~ J) of ~-epis there 
exist 8 : FQ ---> Q and 8s : FQs ---> Q/such that ej : (Q, 8)---> (Qj, 8j) are homomorph- 
isms. This is easy in case Q is initial (then, by $5 in 1.6, all e~ are isomorphisms). If 
contrary, there exists a morphism, say d, from the terminal object T to Q. We have 
canonical morphisms c : FQ ---> T and ci : FQj --~ T. It suffices to put 8 = d • c and 
8s = e, • d .  cj (j E J). Then c = cj • Fej implies ej • 8 = 8j - Fe~. 
2.5. In the rest of this section we assume that K is a category with colimits of 
sequences and with pushouts and pullbacks. We assume further that colimits of 
sequences commute with pullbacks. To avoid confusion, we say that a morphism 
e : A ---* B is a coequalizer ( ather than a regular epi) if it is the coequalizer of some 
pair fl, f2 : X ~ A. 
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Lemma.  Let t , 'X ,  ~ X,÷I, n = 0, 1 ,2 , . . . ,  be a sequence of split monics with a 
colimit v, " X,---> A.  Then each v, is a split monic, too. 
Proof.  For each n choose  r, • X.+I---> X,, with r,~ - t, = 1. Fix no and def ine a bound 
w, 'X , - ->X,o 'w ,=t~o-~. . . . . t ,  if n<n0;  w,=r~. . . . . r ,  if n>no and w,,o= 1. 
Then  there exists u • A ----> X~o with u • v, = w,. In part icular,  u • V~o = 1. 
Proposition. A commuting square 
__  _ra. _ _ 
> A <.. ....... B 
n q 
p '  
C*  ....... ~ D 
p 
is an absolute pullback if there exist p '=  D---> C, m'" B - ->A with p ' .p  = 1, 
m'.  m = 1 and p ' .  q = n .  m', and i[ q is a split monic. This is so e.g. whenever the 
square is a pushout and m = n is a split monic. 
Proof.  Let m' ,  p '  exist. G iven a functor  H and f :X - - ->HB,  g:X----> HC with 
Hq . [=Hp'g ,  put k=Hm' - ] ' :X - - ->HA.  Then Hn.k=H(n .m' ) . [=  
H(p ' .  q) .  ]' = l ip ' .  Hp • g = g. Fur ther  Hm • k = f since Hq is a (split) monic  and 
Hq . Hm . k = l ip  . Hn  . k = l ip  . g = Hq . f. 
If the square is a pushout  and if m = n, m' .  m = 1, then use the fact that 
(n • m' ) .  m = 1A • n:  there  exists a un ique  p '  with p ' .q  = n • m'  and p ' .p  = IA. 
Theorem.  Let F preserve colim its of sequences of coequalizers. Then the free- algebra 
algorithm (1.2) converges for every A with horn (FA, A ) # O. 
Proof.  A )A l l  s . :  W.---~ W.+, are split monics.  Indeed,  choose  a morph ism 
d~" FA  ---> A and def ine do" A v FA --~ A by do = 1A on A,  do = d~ on FA. Then 
do- So --- 1A, i.e. So is a split monic.  If" s, is a split monic,  i.e. d,  • s. = 1, then so is 
s,+l = 1A v Fs. : put d.+l = 1,~ v FoL, then d.+l" s,+l = 1. 
B) We are to prove  that  F preserves the col imit  v. : W. ~ A ~' of (W., s.). By the 
above  lemmas,  v. are split monics  and so the pushouts  
W~ ,A  s 
v. t P" 
A ~' >R.  qn 
are absolute pul lbacks.  Here  R .  is just the amalgam sum R.  = A " v w.A "~ and for 
m > n we have  a natura l  factor izat ion r..m " R .  ---> R=. It is easy to verify that 1) r~.= 
is a coequal izer  of p .  • v,. and q. • v,,,, 2) the col imit  of the sequence  (R= r...+l) is just 
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A"  with the natural factorizations R~ 
FR,, "converge" to FA" .  
C) For eac~r 
\ 
FW~ > FA  ~' 
FA " > FR~ 
n we have a pullback 
A".  Now, F preserves this colimit, thus 
and, since puUbacks commute with colimits of sequences, also 
B: 
FA ,~ 
.Z  
>FA ~' 
1 
~ FA "~ 
is a pullback, where B = colim (FW,,  Fsn) and z is the canonical morphism. This 
proves that z is an isomorphism, thus F preserves the colimit of (Wn, s~). 
2.6. For the next theorem we assume that 
1) K is a connected, cocomplete category with a terminal object, 
2) K has pullbacks, which commute with colimits of sequences, 
3) * is a standard class of epimorphisms, containing all coequalizers. 
Realization Theorem. The following conditions are equivalent for every [unctor 
F : K ---, K such that e E ~g implies Fe E ~: 
(i) F admits ~g-minimal reduction; 
(ii) F is an input process and admits ~g-minimal realization; 
(iii) F preserves ~g-cointersections. 
Proof. This is a corollary of Realization Theorem II, only we have to show that if F 
preserves ~g-cointersections, then it is an input process. But this follows from the 
above theorem: since F preserves ~-cointersections, it preserves colimits of 
sequences of ~g-morphisms (given e~m :A, ~ An, in *, n =< m, then the colimit of 
this sequence is just the cointersection f]*7,~0 eo.m ). Thus, by the above theorem, 
the free-algebra lgorithm converges for every A (recall that K is connected!). 
In [1] it is proved that if F is an algorithmic input process (i.e., if the free-algebra 
algorithm always stops) and F admits minimal realization then Fe is an epimorph- 
ism, whenever e is an epimorphism with a non-initial domain. Thus, in case 
= {e : A ---* B; A is non-initial, e is epi}, the above assumption Fe E ~g for e ~ 
can be omitted. 
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3. Seis and vector spaces: finite machines 
3.1. Denote by SET the category of sets and mappings and by VECT the category 
of vector spaces (over a fixed but arbitrary field) and linear transformations. These 
categories are connected, cocomplete, have a terminal object and pullbacks 
commute with colimits of sequences; thus, the preceding results apply here. 
In the present section we consider cointersections of finite quotients, i.e. 
~'-quotients, where ~g is the class of all epis with finite range (finite-dimensional 
quotients in VECT,  where ~ are epis with a finite-dimensional range). 
3.2. Note. In all current concrete categories, particularly in SET and VECT,  
cointersections can be characterized as follows. Given k = I"1"~ k, (k • X---> Y),  
then for x, y ~ X we have k(x )  = k(y)  iff there exist x = a0, a , , . . . ,  an = y in X and 
i~, i2,...,  in in I with k,, (a,_~) = k,, (a,) for t = 1, 2 , . . . ,  n. 
Theorem. Cointersections of finite quotients are absolute colimits in SET. In 
particular, the finite minimal realization problem is solvable for an arbitrary functor 
F"  SET--* SET. 
Proof. Let ki • X---> X~, i ~ / ,  be epis with X~ finite, let k = O * k,, k • X ---> Y. Given 
a sequence s -- (i~,..., in) in / ,  by an s-path from x to y in X is meant a sequence 
x = ao, a~,. . . ,  an = y with k,, (a,_,) = k,, (a,) for t = 1, . . . ,  n. 
A) There exists a sequence s = (il, i2,..., in) such that k(x)  = k(y)  for x, y E X 
iff an s-path leads form x to y. 
Proof. There clearly exists a finite set J C I  with k = f"l j~jkj. Order  J into a 
sequence, then s is obtained by repeating this sequence m-times, where m = 
~j~j card X~. 
B) For each i, (t = 1, 2 , . . . ,  n) as in A) there exists p, • X~, ---> X with k,, • p, = 1, 
such that for the ~ mapping d = (pn • k ,~)- . . . -  (p2" ks)" (pl" k,,)" X--->X there is 
/~" Y---> X with d n =/~-  k (here d" = d .  d - . . . -  d, as usual). 
Proof. Choose po" Y--> X with k • p0 = 1, put Ao = po(Y). Define p, and A, C X 
by induction: A,=k?,~(k,,(A,_~)); p, fulfills k , , .p ,= l  and p,(k,,(A,_I))CA,_~. 
Clearly d(A , )  C A,_~ and, for any s-path ao, . . ., an, ao E Ao implies a, E A,  ~ hence 
dn(ao) = dn(an). This implies that, whenever k(x )= k(y ) then  dn(x)= dn(y) ;  thus 
we can define /~ by k(k (x ) )= dn(x).  
C) The cointersection is absolute. 
Proof. Let F"  SET--> O be a functor, let fi "FX, ---> Z and f "  FX ---> Z be given in 
O with f = ~ • Fk,. We shall find g • FY--~ Z with g • Fk = f (since epis in SET split, 
Fk~ and Fk are epis). 
Put g = f-F/~, we shall show that f .  F(/~. k )= f. To this it suffices to verify 
f .  Fd=f  or only f . F (p , .k~, )=f  for each t. We have f=~, -Fk , ,=  
f,, . F(k,, .p, - k, , )= ~, . Fk, , ) . (Fp,  . Fk, , )= f . F(p,  . 
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3.3. Theorem. Cointersections of finite-dimensional quotients are absolute colimits 
in VECT. In particular, the finite minimal realization problem is solvable for an 
arbitrary functor F : VECT ~ VECT. 
The proof for vector spaces is analogous to that for sets. This result cannot be 
extended to modules. E.g., in the category of Abelian groups the intrinsic 
hom-functors of finite cyclic groups do not preserve cointersections of finitely 
generated quotients. 
In a subsequent paper I shall show that all endofunctors of the category of sets 
and relations also preserve all existing cointersections of finite quotients. See [2]. 
4. Sets and vector cases: infinite machines 
4.1. This section is devoted to a characterization f set functors (i.e., endofunctors 
of SET) and vector functors (endofunctors of VECT) which admit minimal 
realization. Since all epis in SET and VECT split and are thus preserved by all 
functors, we shall actually characterize functors which preserve cointersections. See 
Realization Theorem, all assumptions of which are clearly fulfilled by SET and 
VECT. 
Set functors which admit minimal realizations were characterized by Trnkovfi [7] 
as quotient functors of sums of finite hom-functors. In the present paper an 
independent proof is exhibited, which is a common work of Koubek and myself. 
4.2. A diagram over a well-ordered set is called a chain (more in detail, an ~-chain, 
if tz is the corresponding ordinal). A sequence is then an to0-chain. A strictly 
increasing chain of monics is such that none of the monics is an isomorphism. 
Defi!nition. An object is said to be finite if it is not a union of a strictly increasing, 
infinite chain of its subobjets. 
Examples. A universal algebra is a finite object iff it is finitely generated; a set, 
graph, topological space is a finite object iff it is finite. 
Definition. A functor F :K - ->L  is finitary ifI for arbitrary A in K and 
[, g : FA ---> X in L with f#  g there exists a finite subobject m : B -* A such that 
f " Fm # g • Fro. 
Example. A set functor is finitary iff it is a quotient functor of a sum of finite 
hom-functors. 
Proof. It is easy to see that each hom(A, - ) ,  with A finite, is a finitary functor. 
Also, a factor functor of a sum of finitary functors is easily seen to be finitary. The 
converse follows from the Yoneda lemma: for each a E Fh, where h = 
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{0, 1, . . . ,  n - 1}, we have a transformation hom(ri, - )---~ F. This defines a transfor- 
mation r"  lJT~0 l l~rn  horn (n, - )---> F. The finitarity of F makes it clear that z is an 
epi-transformation. 
4.3. Theorem. The following conditions are equivalent for each set functor: 
(COIN) F preserves cointersections. 
(E) 
(M) 
(FIL) 
(FIN) 
(0) 
F preserves colimits of chains of epis. 
F preserves colimits of chains of monics. 
F preserves filtered colimits. 
F is finitary. 
F is a quotient functor of a sum of finite horn-functors. 
Proof. (COIN)---> (E) Given a chain e,.j :A,--->Aj (i ~<j <a) ,  its colimit is just 
the cointersection f"l ~<~ e0.~. 
(E)--->(M) Let m~j :X,---->X/ ( i~</ '<a)  be a chain of subsets (Xi CXj). The 
colimit is X= 1,3,<~X~ and we are to verify that FX = I,.J,<,Fv,(FX,) where 
v, : X, ---> X denote the inclusion maps. To this end, denote by Y~ the amalgam sum 
Y~ = Xvx,  X. Then we clearly get a natural chain of epis e~j : Y~ --> Yj (i ~< j < a)  
with a colimit, presented by the natural factorizations Y~ ----> X. Since F preserves 
this colimit, we obtain: FX is the amalgam sum FXvwFX where W= 
I_J,<~Fv,(FX,). This proves that W = FX. 
(M)--> (FIN) Assume that F is not finitary and choose a set X with the least 
power such that FX~ I-Jvcx.v~,i,cFv(FY)(v:Y--->X denotes the inclusion map). 
This leads to a contradiction: X must be infinite, thus it is a colimit of a chain 
Y~ ----> Yj of subsets where card Y~ < card X. But then F cannot preserve this colimit. 
(FIN)--->(FIL) Let D :~- - ->SET be a filtered diagram with a colimit 
vd : Dd--> X;  let we : FDd---> T be a bound of FD. We want to define s : FX---> T 
with wd = s • Fvd. Choose a ~ FX. Since F is finitary, we can find a finite subset 
H CX with a E Fv(FH) (v:H-- ->X is the inclusion). Since every set functor 
preserves finite non-void int'ersections ( ee [9]), H can be chosen as the least set 
with this property. 
Since H is a finite set and the diagram D is filtered, there clearly exists d E 
such that H C vd(Dd) (indeed, X = 1,3de~vd(Dd)). Then a E Fvd(FDd) and we can 
choose b ~ FDd with Fvu(b)= a. Put s (a )= wd(b). This is a correct way of 
defining s : FX---> T: if Fv~,(b') = a, then wd(b) = wa.(b'), because the diagram is 
filtered. This kind of definition guarantees .  Fv~ = we. 
The uniqueness of s follows from the finitarity of F:  since D is filtered, clearly 
FX = 1,3 d~Fv~(FDd ).
(F IL )~ (COIN) Let k = O*k~ andp = I"1 *Fk,, (k, = X-->X,, k :X--* T). We 
are to verify that Fk <-p, i.e. that whenever Fk(a) = Fk(b), then also p(a)  = p(b). 
Since every set is a filtered colimit of its finite subsets, there exists a finite subset 
Y C X with a, b E Fv (FY) (where v : Y ~ X is the inclusion). 
There exists a finite set Z, Y C Z C X, such that the restrictions k', : Z ~ k~ (Z) of 
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k, have the following property: given k '= I")*k;, then k ' (y l )= k'(y2) iff k (y0 = 
k(y2) for arbitrary yl, y2 E Y. (Proof: For each yl, y2 with k(yl) = k(y2) there exist 
ao, al, . . . ,an in X, a0= y~ and an = y2, such that for some i~,...,in we have 
ki,(a,_~) = k,,(a,), t = 1,..., n (that is the description of cointersections in SET); 
now, constitute Z of all the points a0, a~,..., an, one n-tuple for each y~, y2.) 
Moreover, denoting by u : Y----> Z the inclusion, clearly F(k • v)(al) = F(k • v)(bO 
implies F(k ' .  u)(aO = F(k ' .  u)(b 0 for arbitrary al, b~ E FY. 
Now we use the fact that F preserves cointersections of finite quotients (see 
section 3): Fk '= I"1 *Fk'~. Since k'i are restrictions of k~, also Fk'~ are restrictions of 
Fk,. Thus, given a~, bIE FY  with F(k ' .  u ) (aO=F(k  '' u)(bO, then necessarily 
p • Fw(a~) = p • Fw(b~). Therefore, given a, b E Fv(FY) with Fk(a) = Fk(b), we 
have p(a) = p(b). 
4.4. There is a number of similarities between the categories SET and VECT. E.g., 
monics and epis split, finite intersections are absolute pullbacks (this follows 
immediately from Proposition 2.5). Indeed, the whole proof of the above theorem 
can be applied to VECT as well, after the last condition has been excluded. 
Theorem. The following conditions are equivalent for each vector functor F: 
(COIN) F preserves cointersections. 
(E) 
(M) 
(FIL) 
(FIN) 
F preserves colimits of chains of epis. 
F preserves colimits of chains of monics. 
F preserves filtered colimits. 
F is finitary. 
4.5. The analogy between SET and VECT stops as soon as we investigate linear 
functors. A vector functor F is linear if F f f  + g) = Ff + Fg (i.e., F is additive) and 
F(Af) = A (Ff) (F is homogeneous). E g., each intrinsic hom-functor is linear. We 
denote by ® the direct product (sum) and by ® the tensor product. 
Proposition. A vector functor F is linear iff it is a colimit of a 
intrinsic hom-functors. Equivalently, vectors in FX  and 
~- : horn(X, -)--> F are in a one-to-one correspondence via 
(big) diagram of 
transformations 
r ~ rx (id×). 
Proof. This is just the standard Yoneda lemma. 
Proposition. Every linear functor preserves all finite limits and colimits. 
Proof. Being additive, a linear functor preserves biproducts. Let us prove that 
every linear functor F preserves cokernels (analogously kernels), then the proposi- 
tion is clear. 
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Given a subspace m : A ---> B (m is the inclusion map), use the above proposition 
to obtain a functor G, which is a sum of intrinsic hom-functors, and a transforma- 
tion 7- : G ---> F such that zB is onto. (Put G = ll,~Fshom(B,,, - ) with B, = B.) It is 
clear that G preserves co-kernels, thus Gk- -coker  Gm where k :B - ->B/A  
denotes the co-kernel of m. We shall verify that also Fk = coker Fro. 
Since Fk is onto and Fk • Fm = 0, it suffices to find, for each p : FB ~ X with 
p • Fm = 0, such q :F (B /A) - ->X that p = q • Fk. There exists.h : B/A  ---~B with 
kh =1.  Put q=p.Fh .  Then p ' rB 'Gm =0 implies that there exists 
q0: G(B/A  )--> X with p " ~'B = qo" Gk. Therefore, p = q . Fk, because 7B is onto 
and p • ~'B = qo" G (khk ) = p • TB " G (hk ) = p "F(hk).~'B = q • Fk • rS. 
Proposition. A linear [unctor Fpreserves ums iff there exists a space E such that F is 
naturally equivalent to the functor 
X~X®E,  f~fQ id :~.  
Proof. The functors X ~ X®,Y are left adjoints to horn(E, - )  and therefore they 
preserve colimits. 
Let F be a functor, preserving sums. Then F0 = 0 (where 0 = {0} denotes the 
trivial space), for 0 is the sum of zero summands. Since every vector functor 
preserves finite intersections, we see that /n  g = 0 implies F /A  Fg = 0 for 
subobjects/ ,  g. 
Every space X is a sum of copies of the one-dimensional space S of scalars - -  
therefore, FX is a sum of copies of FS. In particular, for each x ~ FX  there exists 
[ :  S ----> X and y ~ FS with Ff  (y ) = x. 
Choose a base {b~ ; i E I} for FS and for each i define a subfunctor E of F by 
EX = {x ~ FX;  x = Ff(b~) for some f : S---> X}. Then we have a transformation 
"r : @,~IF~ ----> F, defined by Zx(~,A,x~)=~,A~x, for x, EEX.  This is indeed an 
epi-transformation. Let us verify that it is a natural equivalence. To this end, it 
suffices to show that if i# j  then EX  N F~X = 0. Indeed, if Ff(b~)= Fg(bj), then 
f, g :S--->X are subobjects of X with fAg  =0 (else f=  A .g, but then 
Fg(b j )#Fg(Ab~)= Ff(b,), for Fg is one-to-one). This implies F fnFg  =0, i.e., 
Ff(b~) = O. We see that z is a natural equivalence. Note that dim F~S = 1 for each i 
and F~ preserves colimits. 
It remains to show that if F~S = S and F~ preserves colimits, then F, is naturally 
equivalent o the identity functor Id: then F is equivalent to a sum of copies of Id 
and this sum is clearly equivalent o X ~ X®E (where d ime = card I). Define a 
transformation /z :Id-->F~ as follows: given x ~ X we have a linear mapping 
f :  S - ->X with f (A )= Ax; then /Zx(X)= F~f(1). This is clearly a transformation, 
which is both monic (for F~ is faithful) and epi. Thus, it is a natural equivalence. 
4.6. Theorem. The following conditions are equivalent J:or every vector functor: 
(A-COIN) F preserves cointersections and is additive or normal or co-normal. 
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(L-FIN) 
(COL) 
(TENS) 
(O) 
F is linear and finitary. 
F preserves colimits. 
F is naturally equivalent to a functor X ~ X@,~, f~  f® id:.~. 
F is a quotient functor of a sum of finite-dimensional intrinsic 
horn -functors. 
Proof. (A-COIN)--->(TENS) By the above theorem, it suffices to verify that F 
preserves sums. Let F be co-normal (if F is normal, we proceed analogously; if F is 
additive then it preserves finite sums which, together with cointersections, yield all 
finite colimits - -  hence, F is co-normal). Let A = (~),~IA,, with injections 
v~ :A,---> A. To prove that FA ---<~),~iFv, (FA,) it suffices to verify 
a) Fv, NFvj =0 if i F  j, 
b) FA = U Fv~. 
Since F is co-normal, F0 = 0 ( = coker 1) and so v, N v~ = 0 implies Fv~ n Fvj = O. 
Further, since A = U vi, we have 0=coker  1A = n*coker  vi and so F0= 
n*coker  Fvi, i.e. FA = UFvi. 
(TENS)---> (L-FIN) Obvious. 
(L-FIN)--> (Q) This is the same as for SET (Example in 4.2). 
(Q)---> (COL) The quotient of any linear functor is obviously a linear functor, 
again; thus, it remains to show that F preserves sums (if G does and e : G ---> F is an 
epi-transformation). By the above proposition, GX -- X ® ~. Then FX ~- X ® ~' 
where ,~'= es(S®2),  as is easily seen. 
(COL)----> (A-COIN) Obvious. 
Example. The functors FX = X @ X, FX  = X ® ~ for a fixed ~, and the constant 
functors are examples of non-linear finitary functors. 
4.7. The considerations about non-linear vector functors can be hardly expected to 
have an analogy for modules over general rings. On the other hand, the last 
theorem has an immediate generalization to R-Mod, the category of left R- 
modules over a ring R. 
Theorem. Let F : R-Mod----> S-Mod be a linear (!) functor. Then the following are 
equivalent: 
(L-COIN) F preserves cointersections. 
(LC-FIL) F preserves filtered colimits and is co-normal. 
(L-COL) F preserves colimits. 
(LC-FIN) F is finitary and conormal. 
In case R = S, further equivalent conditions are 
(LC-TENS) F is a conormal quotient functor of a functor X ~ X ® ~, f ~ f® ida.. 
(LC-Q) F is a conormal quotient functor of a sum of finitely-generated intrinsic 
horn -functors. 
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